
WOODRIDGE STRENGTH
Expanded Warm-up by Mark Lowery

SUMMER BLUESThis summer, I was able to go to Nashville for the National Conference for the

National High School Strength and Conditioning Association. I was able to learn

from 300 plus strength coaches. One of those strength coaches was Mike Boyle; his

presentation made me want to rethink our warm-up program. I spent more time to

read on warm-ups. In early August, I began to use the new method with positive

feedback from the athletes. We now use the three-step warm-up. We foam roll,

static stretch, and end with a dynamic warm.

Announcements

Welcome back to school! I hope everyone had

a great summer.  I know we had a great

summer in the weight room. In the summer,

there were athletes training from 6:30 am to

noon Monday through Thursday. We

averaged 105 athletes in the weight room  per

day.  Which included  Woodridge athletes

and alumni. The main groups were Girls’

soccer and football. Thank you goes out to all

the athletes who came this summer; it will

never stop amazing me! It takes a lot of

dedication to wake up early and put in the

hard work.  Fall sports have started their in-

season lifting times and I have started to see

more off-season athletes.  Boys’ basketball

and wrestlers have had good attendance so

far.  I would like to remind everyone that all

athletes are not only welcome but

encouraged to come into the weight room.

The weight room hours can be found on the

athlete’s page.  Here is the link to the

strength and conditioning page:

https://woodridgeathletics.com/strength-

and-conditioning/

The weight room record board and past

newsletters can also be found on this page.

Ohio high school strength coaches

Football  (working on neck strengthening) 

Overview



FOAM ROLLING

STATIC STRETCH 

A foam roller is a cylindrical piece of some

type of hard-celled foam. It is similar to pool

noodles but a little more dense and larger in

diameter. Foam rolling is a form of self-

myofascial release or self-massage. Foam

rolling will decrease the density of the

muscle. Muscles respond to injury and

overuse by increasing in density. The density

is referring to knots or trigger points.  At

Woodridge, we use foam rollers and tennis

balls. The tennis balls allow athletes to

massage smaller muscles that are harder to

get to with a foam roller. The athletes are

told to start by rolling out the back and legs.

Then roll out anything else that may be sore. 

Static stretching has gotten a bad rap over

the years because there were a number of

studies that said static stretching will reduce

power output. Power output is referring to

acceleration, speed, and vertical jump ability.

The protocol for those studies was to static

stretch and go right into max power output

tests. Later studies have been done where an

athlete did a static stretch, performed a

dynamic warm-up, and then performed max

power output tests. These athletes had no

lose in power.  Static stretching is used to

lengthen muscles. It is recommended that

muscles be stretched "cold", without the

benefit of a warm-up.  The theory is that

warm muscles simply elongate and return to

its normal length. Cold muscles may in fact

undergo some plastic deformation and

increase in length.



CONTINUED...

DYNAMIC

Static stretching can be aided through

the use of bands, PVC pipes, and walls.  

These aides can help apply pressure at

different angles to get a better stretch.  

Bands are very useful when trying to

stretch smaller muscles in the legs.

At Woodridge, we will static stretch as

a group.  The static stretches will vary

depending on who is in the group. I may

also suggest some athletes static

stretch at home to work on mobility

issues. Good stretching is

uncomfortable, but not painful. It is

very important to breathe while

stretching.  

The goal of a dynamic warm-up is to

increase blood flow to activate muscles and

raise core body temperature. The

movements done in the dynamic warm-up

should mimic the movements that will be

performed in the workout/practice.

Plyometric movements or medicine ball

throws can be included in this time.  At

Woodridge, the dynamic warm-up will vary

from day to day but will always have

forward movements, backward movements,

and lateral movements.


